The case for employer
engagement in
state schools
research findings

The UK labour market is
increasingly changing,
complex and competitive,
and the current generation
of young people face
a significantly greater
challenge in making
informed decisions
about their futures.
“The careers fair gave me a chance
to investigate different careers
before I had any idea of what jobs
existed or what I wanted to do”.
Abigail, y9 student

global reach

Education and Employers reaserch
team work closely with scholars
from around the world to improve
understanding of the impacts of
employer engagement and how it
can be made to happen as efficiently,
effectively and equitably as possible.
The team have made a compelling
case that the quality and quantity of

employer engagement experienced
by young people while in school and
college make it easier for them to
navigate the increasingly difficult move
from school to sustained, successful
employment. It helps them to compete
more effectively, make more informed
decisions and makes a significant
difference to how well they do in the
world of work in early adulthood.
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How it makes
a difference
Through employer engagement young
people often gain access to new and
trustworthy information and also
useful networks. A high number of
brief employer engagements with
varied types of experience play a
significant role in helping young people
to explore, clarify and confirm career
choices and give young people the
chance to access ‘relevant, trusted
information’ about the availability
of economic opportunities and
their suitability for a potential job.
Source: Education and Employers 2012
report: It’s who you meet: Why employer
contacts at school make a difference to
the employment prospects
of young adults

Reduces NEET outcomes

Our evidence shows that young
people who had participated in
a careers talk with employers
could expect, on average, a 1.6%
wage premium compared to their
peers who did not participate.

Source: Journal of Education and Work 2014:
School-mediated employer engagement and
labour market outcomes for young adults: wage
premia, NEET outcomes and career confidence

Source: Journal of Education and Work 2016:
Career education that works: An economic
analysis using the British Cohort Study.
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wage premium

There is strong evidence that students
who took part in higher volume
of work related learning activities
while they were in school were less
likely to become not in employment,
education or training (NEET).

1.6%
increase
per careers talk with
employers
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Raises aspirations and
broadens horizons

Tackles gender and
other stereotyping
from an early age

Our research has shown that
children come into schools with
assumptions about jobs and
careers which have emerged out of
their own day to day experiences:
experiences which are routinely
shaped by their gender, ethnicity,
social class and who they know.
Our Drawing the Future project,
which asked 20,000 primary school
children aged 7 to 11 to draw a
picture of the job they want to do
when they grow up, also revealed
that the difference between
children’s career aspirations from
age seven to 17 are marginal.
Source: Education and Employers 2018 report:
Drawing the Future, exploring the career aspirations
of primary school children from around the world
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How it makes
a difference
Demonstrates
the link between
school and work

The evidence suggests that giving
children the chance to meet volunteers
talking about their jobs from primary
school age also helps them to see the
meaning and relevance of the subjects
they are studying at school work.
It can improve the knowledge and
skills of children, influence children’s
attitudes and aspirations and develop
children’s social and emotional
behaviours. Behaviours that become
useful in a child’s development and
progression especially as they face
an often-daunting transition from
primary to secondary schooling.

Teachers agree

In a survey in 2017 we asked nearly
500 teachers for their views on
whether employer engagement
can have a positive impact on
academic outcomes. We found:
n 90% of primary school teachers
thought that engaging children
with employers/employees and the
world of work has an impact on their
academic achievement.
n 80% agreed that
engagement
with the world of
work can change
young people’s
attitudes positively
towards school.

Source: Education and Employers 2017 report.
Primary futures: Connecting life and
learning in UK primary education

“It opens their minds to possibilities,
creates a sense of aspiration
and an engaging and exciting
context for learning.”
Deputy head teacher state primary school, south east
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Greater levels of
employer engagement

Positive attitude towards school

Wage
premiums

Reduced
likeklihood of
becoming NEET

Encourages a positive
attitude to school

There is a strong relationship
between participation in different
types of employer engagement
activities and forming more positive
attitudes towards schooling.
In a study which tracked thousands
of young people through adolescence
to adulthood, we found that teenagers,
who agreed that ‘school was a waste
of time’ earned on average 16% less
at age 26 than those who disagreed.
Additionally, teenagers who agreed
that ‘school is a waste of time for
me’ were two times more likely to
be NEET than those who disagreed.

Gives reliable, first
hand evidence on
different routes
into work, including
the vocational

We undertook research into why
such a small number of school leavers
chose to start apprenticeships and
found that young people often rely
on in the stigmatised advice of their
parents and teachers when making
such decisions. Reliable information
from employee volunteers was
shown to mitigate these influences
and help young people to consider
the wide variety of roles and options
available to them prior to making
decisions about their future.

Source: Education and Employers
2018 report. Teenage apprenticeships:
Converting awareness to recruitment

Source: Education and Employers 2016 report
The impact of career development activities
on student attitudes towards school utility: an
analysis of data from the OECD’s Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA)
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What can
schools do?
Based on our research
findings, here is how
schools can get the
best out of employer
engagement activities.
More is more

Young adults who have 4 or more
contacts with employers whilst at
school are less likely to become NEET,
and can expect, when in full-time
employment to earn more than peers
who did not. Schools and colleges
should give students the opportunity to
take part in as many interactions with
Employers as possible. Inspiring the
Future enables schools to self manage
this quickly, efficiently and for free.

Listen to young people

Ask your students what activities
would be most helpful to them.
Students who find employer
engagement activities helpful,
earn more in later life, and are
less likely to become NEET.
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Start in primary school

The early years of a child’s life are a
key time in the formation of their
attitudes and expectations. Children
start to rule career options in or
out at an early age and girls and
boys hold stereotypical views about
male and female careers by age
seven. One way of tackling this is to
make sure they meet professionals of
both genders who work in a variety
of roles and sectors. Inspiring the
Future has developed activities that
work particularly well for primary
school children to inspire them,
broaden their horizons, challenge
stereotyping in career aspirations
and make the link between what
they learn at school and work.

Keep it real – tell
personal stories

Research suggests, and both students
and practitioners agree that it matters
who delivers information within
careers events. It is important that
the people providing information
to pupils about jobs and careers
can draw on personal, first-hand
experience of the same professions.

Mix it up

Teachers argue that a range of
different employer engagement
activities will achieve the best
outcomes for young people, but the
emphasis needs to remain on reallife experiences. Inspiring the Future
can help schools find volunteers
willing to do a range of activities
including career networking, assembly
talks, career fairs, one to one or
small group discussions, mentoring,
work experience and much more.

Level the playing
field in less affluent
areas/areas of poor
social mobility

Where a pupil is from (socially,
economically, geographically) influences
their access to, and interaction with,
employers and the wider business
community are often less formalised.
Young people can’t aspire to be
what they don’t know exists. Schools
can facilitate these encounters and
help young people from a variety of
backgrounds accumulate more social
capital and improve their understanding
of their own capabilities and skills.

Challenge assumptions

Young people make assumptions
about what they can do in later
life. Assumptions shape attitudes.
Attitudes guide decisions. The
assumptions teenagers have about
jobs are often very deeply held but
exposure to people from different
roles and backgrounds is a perfect
way to challenge often unspoken
assumptions, as well as build
confidence through speaking and
listening. This includes assumptions
about vocational routes.

Prepare

Students consistently find employer
engagement activities more
useful if they have had time to
think about their wider ambitions
and prepare themselves. Schools
should consider preparing students
and contextualising any careers
activities they run beforehand.
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Leading the
research into
employer
engagement
inspired research
you can trust

The Education and Employers research
team, since its creation in 2009, has
been responsible for more than
40 publications on the subject of
employer engagement in education.
A series of peer review articles
have presented new quantified
research demonstrating the
impact of employer engagement in
education on future earnings and
employment. These articles have
influenced government policy in
this area, being cited most recently
in the 2017 Careers Strategy.
The team sits at the heart of a
global community of researchers
and policy advisors working to
improve the understanding of
employer engagement in education.
It runs conferences and seminars

showcasing high quality new research
and presents an online library of
key research publications covering
employer engagement and career
development activities. The team
published with Routledge the first
collection of Research Essays on
Employer Engagement in Education
in 2014 and a new collection in 2018.
www.educationandemployers.org/
research/ Visit our free, online
research library to access resources
relevant to anyone interested in
helping young people make the
most of its research contacts.
@Edu_EResearch Follow us on Twitter
for our latest research updates. for
leading-edge research, free resources
and international developments on
employer engagement in education.

Education and Employers volunteering programme Inspiring the Future helps state
primary and secondary schools and colleges connect with volunteers from the world of
work to take part in activities to inspire, motivate and broaden the horizons of young
people. It’s free for schools, and allows them to self-manage employer engagement
activities in their schools easily and efficiently. www.inspiringthefuture.org @InspiringTF
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“Talking to the children
about my job was really
fun. Their questions were
really honest and their
enthusiasm was infectious”.
Rosie, Lab Technician

find out more:

www.educationandemployers.org
@Edu_Employers
@inspiringthefuture
Inspiring the Future is run by the charity Education and Employers
(Registered Charity No. 1130760). www.educationandemployers.org

